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WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

Women who desire
to be courageou

 and free
-

Women who long
for a deeper

connection with their
female energy

-
Digital Nomads

SPITZENTITEL

»Time to wake up. There is so much unlived potential inside of you. So many unexpressed
words. So much love that you have never shown. So many dreams that you haven’t lived
yet. Stop being held back.. By dogmas, people, by the system and the media. Start to finally
live YOUR life. Start recognizing your true greatness. Start to really live out your dreams.
For you are not here to please others. You are here to live your truth.«

Yours, Loa

Loa Helser
Who are you really?
Searching for my true self

approx. 200 pages, 13,5 x 21,8 cm, softcover
ISBN 978-3-8312-0583-7

20.00 € (D), 20.60 € (A)
WG 1937

Wild and free at heart

Living more consciously I May 2021
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When we are courageous enough to follow our
heart, the true life of our dreams is upon us. Loa
recounts her journey of self-discovery in this
book. From a nine-to-five office employee in a
major corporation to an intuitive entrepreneur
living her dream in Bali. Unfiltered and
authentic, Loa takes her readers with her on her
magical adventures in Bali and recounts how
she was able to use these wake-up experiences
to connect with her true potential. With her
story, she emboldens others to meet their
deepest core and shows what it really means to
reinvent yourself continuously.

Loa Helser accompanies women as a mentor to discover their truths in all areas of life and to
live authentically. In her work she was able to accompany thousands of women on their
journey to their true potential. She combines factual knowledge, deep transformational
coaching techniques and energy work with her very personal spiritual experiences, which she
was able to experience on Bali, her home and power place. As an authentic source of
inspiration Loa, in her Podcast »TRUE POWER« and on Social Media, shows what it really
means to follow your own truth radically, and that no dream is too big.

FACTS

Next level spiritual
depth and

development of 
potential

-
Large social media

community
-

Famous supporters:
Tobias Beck, Laura Seiler,

Bahar Yilmaz
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Graeme Maxton, economist and former general secretary of the Club of Rome as well as a
successful book author. His sharp criticism of modern economic thought was published in
his bestsellers »One percent is enough: Fighting social inequality, unemployment and
climate change with little growth« and »The growth lie«. Komplett-Media released his
books »CHANGE!« and »Global climate emergency«.

Bernice Maxton-Lee, former directress of the Jane Goodall Institute, holds lectures on
climate change and deforestation at the Vienna University of Technology and is a research
associate at the ETH Zurich.

Our present ideas of progress are in dire straits all over the world. From the
Coronavirus and the threat of climate change to the endless problem of refugees in
Europe: There is a growing sense that our way of living - political, cultural and social –
is finished.

What if the solution to our present diseases however does not consist in “repairing”
our system but to scrap it completely? Graeme Maxton and Bernice Maxton-Lee pose
the forbidden question and reveal an alternative scenario.

Conclusion: This book is a movement - personal, angry, emotional!

Graeme Maxton, Bernice Maxton-Lee
F*ck the System

What Covid-19 teaches us and why liberal democracy
 does not help us in any way in a climate crisis

128 pages, 12,5 x 20,5 cm, hardcover
ISBN 978-3-8312-0582-0

18.00 € (D), 18.50 € (A)
WG 1985

Call to a new movement�

FACTS

Crass & concrete with
lessons from the

Covid-19 era
-

Established authors
-

This book poses
forbidden questions that

no one else dares to
ask

WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

Politically interested 
and/or active

readers
-

People who care about 
the current situation

and want to
change things

-
People who are not afraid

of examining problems
from all perspectives

Society I January 2021
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Dr. Andreas Anton is a research associate at the Institute for Frontier Areas of Psychology
and Mental Health (IGPP) Freiburg. His current main research topics include: culture and
socio-scientific aspects of the SETI research, sociological analyses of conspiracy theories
and questions regarding the societal approach to extraordinary experiences. Komplett-
Media already released his book  »They are here«.

Dr. Alan Schink studied Philosophy and Sociology at Stuttgart University and TU Berlin.
He received a PhD at the University of Salzburg as a research associate in the department
of Sociology and Cultural Sciences on the topic of »Conspiracy theory and conspiracy«. At
present he works as an associate professor for qualitative research methods and as stress
reduction and mindfulness coach.

Is Bill Gates behind the Coronavirus? Is the 5G-Network
utilized to control our thoughts? Do Satanists kidnap
children all over the world in order to drink their blood? In
the years preceding the Coronavirus, conspiracy theories
already seemed to become more popular amongst the
general public – thus they pose a serious threat to
democracy. However, in the course of the COVID-19
epidemic the fears of sinister conspiracies have reached an
unforeseen magnitude.
 
But what exactly are conspiracy theories? How dangerous
are they really? Since when do they exist? How are they
created and spread? And are they really always
nonsensical?
 
The Sociologists Andreas Anton and Alan Schink offer a
scientifically based overview of conspiracy theories and
true conspiracies in this book. They show that both are
inseparably connected with each other, and that the
»Truth« is often much more difficult than it seems at first
glance.

Andreas Anton, Alan Schink
The battle for truth

Conspiracy theories between fake, fiction and facts
approx. 240 pages, 14,6 x 21,7 cm, hardcover

ISBN 978-3-8312-0584-4
22.00 € (D), 22.60€ (A)

WG 1973

From a tinfoil hat to

compulsor� vaccination

FACTS

Our authors in a
scientific discourse

with different
conspiracy theories

-
Searching for the grain of

truth in every theory
-

All about Q-Anon,
Chemtrails and others

WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

Socially and
politically  interested

people
-   

People who want to
understand current

movements
-

People who are looking for
concrete arguments for

debating purposes

Society I June 2021
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This book is the reckoning of a medical layman: with
trained doctors who betray their professional ethos
and  should know better; with conceited healers,
selling promises of salvation to desperate and sick
people; with gurus, who prepare the ground for
charlatanism as influencers of insanity, and with
cunning companies playing with people’s hopes. It
offers an overview of actors, practices and the junk of
a booming industry. This book is an appeal to politics,
professional associations of doctors and pharmacists
as well as universities, to show their colors in regards
to charlatanism versus medicine.

Christian Kreil does not believe in star signs and sweetening his tea with globules. Since
approximately three years the journalist mocks “alternative medicine” and conspiracy
confabulation under the label “Stiftung Gurutest” (Guru test foundation) in the daily
newspaper Der Standard. Meanwhile, his blog is recording approximately six million hits.
As an ethnologist, Kreil is often on trips and research visits in Africa and Asia and has thus
come into contact with spirituality. However he does not trust shamans and medicine men
at all, whether they are from the upper reaches of the White Nile, Wuppertal or from his
native Mostviertel. Profiteers, who want to squeeze money out of you, are his enemies,
not people who believe or are naïve.

Christian Kreil
Fake Medicine

False promises of salvation by ruthless doctors
and cunning gurus

approx. 200 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, softcover
ISBN 978-3-8312-0580-6

20.00 € (D), 20.60 € (A)
WG 1973

Why alternative 
edi�ine

does not exist

FACTS

Charlatanry versus
medicine 

-
Established author in

the media
-

Acrimonious, funny
and merciless

WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

People who look for
arguments against fake
medicine, because they
themselves or people in

their surrounding are
affected

-
Enraged citizens

-
Health professionals
who want to critically
scrutinize their own

sector

Society I February 2021
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Simone Hotz studied Literature, Sports Science and Pedagogy. As a certified sex educator
her focus is particularly on the sexuality of women and young people. Simone is convinced
that even though we seem to be freer, more knowledgeable and relaxed than ever before,
we pay far too little attention to our real sexual needs. Experiential sexuality needs more
meaningful communication and general awareness.

Female sexuality is still shameful and full of taboos. This is exactly the difference that
this book wants to make. Pleasure conscious considers itself as a sex education book
with humor and critical thoughts. It concerns the knowledge of one’s own sexuality in
the light of a well-developed body consciousness. The knowledge of one’s own body
as well as one’s needs opens up worlds and releases a lot of vital energy.

Simone Hotz
Pleasure conscious

Good women come to heaven;
women who love themselves come

approx. 300 pages, 14 x 21 cm, softcover
ISBN 978-3-8312-0587-5

20.00 € (D), 20.40 € (A)
WG 1460

Knowing what is �un

FACTS

Everything a woman
must know about her

body and sexuality
-

The sex education book
with humor

-
Blunt and without

shame

WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

Women who want to
know their bodies better

-
Women who want to
bethink their pleasure

and have (even) 
better Sex

-
Women in their

twenties and
thirties

Fema�e �mpowerment I Febr�ar� 2021
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This book addresses women and
their worlds of pleasure, and all
those who want to learn
something about themselves and
those who want or need naked
facts. To ensure that sexual self-
determination and fulfilment do
not remain exclusive. For only a
woman who knows her body well,
all the areas to be explored, a
woman who takes care of herself
in a (passion) conscious way can
be sexually fulfilled.
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Petra Schenke is a qualified adviser for natural family planning and accompanies women in
the analysis of their cycle for over 20 years. It is important for her that women do not lose
the feeling of their own body, despite all the technical possibilities.

Apps and cycle computers allow their users to be
introduced quickly to their bodily processes. This
reliance on technology leads to losing the feeling of
one’s own cycle. »Know your cycle« explains the
processes in the course of the female cycle in an
uncomplicated and easily comprehensible way and
thus supports women to have a natural sense of
themselves again. The temperature curve or other
body signs offer valuable insights into the invisible
processes of the female body. This solid basic
knowledge and some experience help in
understanding the messages of our bodies, avoid
dysfunctions and thus use the cycle effectively for
the purpose of birth control or pregnancy.

Petra Schenke
Know your cycle

The quick introduction to the secrets of the
female body

176 pages, 11 x 17 cm, softcover
ISBN 978-3-8312-0579-0

15.00 € (D), 15.40 € (A)
WG 1460

Ovulation, where are you?

FACTS

Compact knowledge:
  Cycle phases and -

  fluctuations, ovulation,
  fertilization,
menstruation

-
Appealing design
with descriptive

illustrations

WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

Women who want to
gain a better

sense of their body
-

Women who consider
using a natural method

for the planning or
prevention of pregnancy

-
Girls in puberty

Fema�e �mpowerment I Januar� 2021
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According to estimates every seventh couple in
Germany is involuntarily childless by now. In half
of the cases both partners present factors that
restrict fertility. »The wish for children book«
accompanies couples step by step on the path to
pregnancy – even in case it does not work
naturally.

An unfulfilled wish for a child can have many
reasons. Nadine Al-Kaisi presents various forms of
therapy that can be applied depending on the life
situation. Often simple treatment approaches such
as a couple’s lifestyle change suffices in order to
improve the chance of a spontaneous pregnancy.
However, the fertility expert also presents
methods such as hormonal cycle optimization,
social freezing or artificial insemination, explains
probabilities and risks and encourages those
affected.

Dr. med. Nadine Al-Kaisi is a specialized gynecologist at the Fertility Center Munich. She
knows all about the possibilities available to couples wishing for a child and accompanies
them step by step with a lot of empathy and understanding.

Dr. med. Nadine Al-Kaisi
The wish for children book

Ways - Diagnostics - Treatment
approx. 200 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm, softcover

ISBN: 978-3-8312-0581-3
20.00 € (D), 20.60 € (A)

WG 1467

From dreaming of a child

to the dream child

FACTS

The companion to
those wishing for a

child
-

Overview of the
possible treatment

methods if pregnancy
is not achieved

-
Extra: Wish for a child

at 40+

WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

Couples with the
unfulfilled wish for a

child
-

Women up to 
45 years old

Fema�e �mpowerment I March 2021

© privat
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FACTS

A positive example of
the possibilities and

opportunities of shared
parenting

-
The first guide that

includes the father‘s,
mother’s and child’s

perspectives
-

An example of child-
rearing on equal terms,

allowing both ex
partners to work and

be a parent

In the case of shared parenting following the parent’s separation, the child lives with
both ex-partners equally and alternately. In this way the child can develop a
profound relationship to both parents and the latter can enjoy a lot of freedom and
various opportunities in terms of work and free time. Milena Mergell and Thomas
Baum recount how shared parenting has influenced their lives. Between the
priorities of child and career, business trips and homework, despite all the
challenges, they managed to live their role as shared custody parents in such a way
to create not only a stable family but also a trusting friendship. 
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Milena Mergell works as a Marketing Director for Luxury & Premium Brands in the Hotel
business. After a year of maternity leave she returned to her job full-time and knows all
about the challenges facing working mothers in daily life. Shared parenting allows her to
combine career and family optimally.

Thomas Baum is a Sales Manager at a French luxury goods company and father of four
children. From his own experience he can compare the various parenting models and in
this joint book he presents why shared parenting was the best decision of his life.

Milena Mergell, Thomas Baum
Our child has two homes

What we have learned about ourselves as a result of
living a separated family life

approx. 200 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm, softcover
ISBN: 978-3-8312-0585-1

18.00 € (D), 18.50 € (A)
WG 1484

Raising children 50 :  50

WHO BUYS THIS

BOOK

Men and women who
bring up their

children separately
-

Couples that are
considering
separation

-
Parents of children

from 0 to 15

Counseling I March 2021

In a striking, entertaining and
serious way, the authors
describe how they managed,
despite knowing that they
had no future as a couple and
for the benefit of their
daughter, to find a way to
stick together as a family time
and time again.
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